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WELCOME FROM THE CHAIRMAN

I am very pleased to welcome you to the latest edition of our Association Newsletter, now trading under the
new and ever more inclusive name of the Cathedral Archives, Libraries and Collections Association (CALCA).
We all hope that this slight re-christening of the Association gives due recognition to those whose particular
contribution to the work of cathedrals is in the arena of Collections, rather than purely Libraries or Archives.
While pondering the significance of the name of the Association, the Executive Committee was aware that
not all our member bodies are cathedrals, and we are delighted that non-cathedral bodies, who share many
of the characteristics of cathedral libraries, archives and collections, belong. However, we felt that to drop
the word ‘cathedral’ from our title would be to lose an important point of reference for who we are and what
we do. There are other bodies that represent historic libraries in general, and religious libraries in general, but
cathedrals do give us our particular focus. So welcome to a slightly re-branded Association, and to all the
excellent work reported in the pages that follow.

The Very Rev Peter Atkinson, Dean of Worcester

THE CATHEDRAL ARCHIVES, LIBRARIES 
& COLLECTIONS ASSOCIATION

NEWSLETTER, WINTER 2017

CALCA Day Conference 2018
The Day Conference for 2018 will be held at Exeter
Cathedral on Tuesday 12th June on the theme of
‘Unlocking the potential’. The cost will be £30 for
members and £40 for non-members, to include
lunch. The day will commence at 11am, with tours
in the morning for those who have stayed overnight
or who arrive early. Further details will be
announced on the website in the New Year; in the
meantime, please make a note in your diaries. 

Editor

CALCA Day Conference 2017
Awareness has been growing in cathedrals for the
need to manage objects as well as paper collections.
Some cathedrals have accordingly appointed
collections managers, whilst others have made

wider collections care part of the remit of existing
members of staff, often those already responsible
for libraries or archives. The Cathedral Libraries and
Archives Association has been discussing the need
to reflect the changing environment within its name
and constitution. At the annual meeting on 19th

June 2017, the new name and constitution was
formally adopted. As well as reflecting within the
name the higher profile of collections, the new
constitution commits to representation on the
committee for each of the three areas of interest,
whilst retaining connections with Chapters by
having a Dean as Chair and a Canon with
responsibility for these areas of work as Vice-Chair
of the Association. Following the adoption of the
new name and constitution, the existing committee
has been re-elected to oversee the shift to the new
committee structure, which we hope to establish at
the next annual meeting in 2018. 
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The AGM also heard from Janet Berry of the
Cathedrals Fabric Commission for England (CFCE)
about work regarding inventories. The production
of an inventory of items of historical,
archaeological, architectural and artistic significance
is a requisite upon all cathedrals. The guidelines
were last revised in 2001, so are now being
reconsidered in line with current museum basic,
good and best practice and digital resource
possibilities. It is also intended to make them more
accessible to those working to apply them, people
who range from museum-trained professionals
through to willing volunteers and professionals
trained in parallel fields. Any changes to guidelines
have to be passed by Synod. 

The annual meeting for 2017 was held at
Canterbury Cathedral, where we were hosted by
the Archives and Library, and presentations were
around a theme of projects. Canterbury is currently
involved in a multi-million pound project to
undertake essential fabric maintenance, in particular
restoration work to the west towers and nave roof,
in conjunction with collections development and
interpretation. The project director provided an
overview to the project, its aims, and the position so
far, including an insight into the aesthetic
requirements for scaffolding – as the building
remains open to visitors and worship during the
building work, there is a requirement to maintain
the building’s appearance as attractively as possible.

The Dean of Rochester treated us to a very open
and honest assessment of undertaking Heritage
Lottery funded projects, in which he reflected on
the need to plan well in advance, to plan for the
unexpected (having identified the optimal position
for a new lift shaft, they were unable to proceed
when archaeological work revealed some
internationally significant stonework), to build
leeway for the unexpected into both timings and
finance, and to consider sustainability of your
project after the funding has come to an end. 

York Minster is working with the New Citizenship
project, a team which helped the National Trust
refocus their promotional message to ask how to
motivate visitors to participate more fully through
engaging with them as citizens rather than as
consumers. Using collections to engage visitors on a
personal level is a key aspect to enabling the wider
mission of the Minster. 

Canon Christopher Irvine of Canterbury Cathedral
spoke about the place of visual arts in cathedrals;
how art in cathedrals can encourage people to look
at the art, then at themselves and the world. The
role of cathedrals may be to encourage
consideration of how that world could be
reimagined through theological engagement with
art. 

Declan Kelly introduced the work so far towards the
building of a new Lambeth Palace Library. Much
care has been taken in this project to anticipate
some of the problems to which the Dean of
Rochester alluded: so archaeological investigations
have begun before building contracts have been
allocated, so that even if significant finds are
discovered their investigation can proceed without
builders being paid to do nothing whilst awaiting
the result of the archaeological work. The architects
working on Lambeth Palace have provided
innovative solutions to the contextual issues of the
site including a Grade 2 listed garden,
environmental sensitivity, the conservation
requirements of the collection; and encompassing
all of these essential details, the desire to produce a
building worthy of the collections inside it and the
wider locational context within which it stands.

Gudrun Warren, Norwich Cathedral 
(reproduced with permission from the 

Bulletin of the Historic Libraries Forum)

Delegates on a tour of the ‘safety deck’ 
above the nave.
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CALCA Grants
In 2015, it was decided that the Association could
afford to offer modest funding to enterprises that
support its stated aims. 

CALCA now invites applications from fully paid up
members of two years’ or more standing for grants
in areas such as the following: 

• Help in defraying the costs of holding 
conferences and workshops

• Support for small projects such as the web 
publication of unpublished catalogues

• Assistance to members in undertaking 
essential travel as part of work in line with 
CALCA’s aims

• The provision of equipment, such as 
perhaps book supports, to facilitate access 
to collections

• Assistance with the necessary purchase of 
manuscripts and archives to benefit the 
CLAA community

• Carrying out conservation work on 
manuscripts and archives or providing 
equipment such as data loggers to help in
monitoring environments

Funds will not be made available towards the cost
of commercial publication but will be allocated
where they can be expected to provide the greatest
benefit to the greatest number of people. Often this
will be achieved by making several small awards,
rather than a few larger awards. Funding levels may
vary from year to year, but it is anticipated that the
Committee will make awards of not more than
£250 each, and of not more than £500 in total each
year.

Applications should comprise: a brief outline of the
project, conference or work; its overall cost; the
grant being sought; the names and addresses of
two referees; details of the addressee for the
cheque. Forms are available from the CALCA
website or by application to Dr Michael Stansfield,
CALCA Treasurer (Durham University Library,
Palace Green, Durham DH1 3RN, or
m.m.n.stansfield@durham.ac.uk) to whom
completed applications should be submitted.
Applications will then be considered at the
subsequent meeting of the committee. Applicants
will be informed shortly thereafter.

Successful applicants will be asked to submit for
publication in the CALCA newsletter a brief report
(300-500 words) of the use to which the grant was
put.

Michael Stansfield, Hon Treasurer

NEWS FROM MEMBERS

Canterbury Cathedral
It was a great pleasure to see so many of you here
for the Day Conference in June; we hope you
enjoyed your time here and the programme of talks
and visits. 

Since the summer, Karen Brayshaw, our Librarian,
has left the team to become Special Collections and
Archives Manager at the University of Kent. She
had joined the staff here in 2004. We work closely
with the University, so will very much be keeping in
touch. Also, Canon Christopher Irvine, our Canon
Librarian, left the Cathedral at the end of October,
to take up the post of parish priest for a benefice in
East Sussex, as a step towards retirement. 

In October, we were delighted to hear that we have
secured Archive Service Accreditation. We are the
second cathedral archive to receive accreditation,
after Exeter Cathedral; we are indeed most grateful
to Canon Ann Barwood and her team for her advice
and support. If other cathedrals are considering an
application, please do get in touch. 

The physical works which form part of The
Canterbury Journey project continue apace, with
the scaffolding over the Nave roof now complete,
and demolition complete on the site of the new
Cathedral Welcome Centre. Interpretation graphics
have been added to the hoardings. The project has
recruited a Collections Management Intern, Sophie
Kelly, who has just completed her PhD at the
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University of Kent. In November, the project team
worked with the Conservation Department to host
a two-day conference on Edward of Woodstock,
the ‘Black Prince’, entitled ‘The Black Prince: man,
mortality and myth’. The conference included
reports on assessment work on the achievements
carried out earlier in the year, including assessments
of the ‘cap of maintenance’ and scanning of the
helm.

In July, the Cathedral hosted a ‘Pilgrimage
Experience Day’ organised by the Centre for the
Study of Christianity and Culture at the University
of York as part of the ‘Pilgrimage and England’s
Cathedrals’ project. This included family-friendly
activities exploring the nature of pilgrimage and of
prayer. The past six months have been busy with
group visits to the Archives and Library. We were
delighted to welcome again the ‘Great Cathedral
Libraries of England’ study abroad trip by the
University of Maryland. We also welcomed for the
third time a group of students from the University
of Saskatchewan in Canada came to Canterbury
who came to work on coins from the Bargrave
Collection, guided by their course tutors Dr Brent
Nelson and Dr Tracene Harvey. 

The Diocese of Canterbury has decided to accept
the offer made by the Kent History and Library
Centre to house the historic archive of the Diocese,
as currently held here at the Cathedral. The
Archives and Library does not have sufficient
storage for this collection; we anticipate that it will
move from here in the spring.

Cressida Williams, Head of Archives and Library 

Durham Cathedral
It has been an exciting period for the Library and
Collections team at Durham Cathedral as St.
Cuthbert’s relics—including his Anglo-Saxon
wooden coffin, maniple and stole, gold and
jewelled pectoral cross and the original ‘Sanctuary
Ring’—went on permanent display in the Great
Kitchen of Open Treasure on Saturday 29th July.
Almost 13,000 visitors came to see the Treasures
during their first six weeks, and we look forward to
welcoming many more over the coming months
and years.

The ‘Open Treasure’ temporary exhibitions
continue to receive positive feedback. Magna Carta
and the Forest Charter—where Durham’s three

issues of Magna Carta (dating from 1216, 1225 and
1300) were displayed together, alongside its three
issues of the Forest Charter—received almost
19,000 visitors. Our current exhibition, ‘Making A
Joyful Noise! Music at Durham Cathedral’, tells the
story of music in the Cathedral through its beautiful
manuscript and printed music collections, and will
run until 19th November; ‘Saintly Sisters’ will then
run from 28th November 2017 until 17th February
2018, followed by ‘The Tudors’.

Readers continue to make good use of the recently-
opened Barker Reading Room to consult our
collections of music, antiquarian works, and early
printed books. The Barker Reading Room is open by
appointment only, Tuesday-Thursday, 10.00am-
1.00pm and 2.00pm-4.30pm. Durham Cathedral’s
manuscript and incunabula collections continue to
be held at Palace Green Library and administered by
the staff there, though appointments to view these
still come through Durham Cathedral Library staff.
Readers are welcome to contact us on 0191
3862489, or at library@durhamcathedral.co.uk, if
they wish to make an appointment.

In partnership with Durham University, work
continues apace on the ‘Durham Priory Library
Reconstructed’ project, which aims to digitise and
make available online all of Durham’s pre-
Reformation manuscripts and printed works. To
date, over 100 items have been digitised, and over
50 of the Cathedral’s medieval manuscripts are now
available online, fully digitised and viewable to
researchers worldwide.

The second round of the Adopt-a-Book programme
will be launched in October: the first round proved
highly successful, with 48 of the 68 available titles
being adopted, and over £13,000 raised to assist
with conservation costs of the early printed book
collections. It is hoped to have a similar success with
the second round.

We continue to welcome special interest groups to
view our collections, and have held three public
‘Treasures of Durham Cathedral Library’ events so
far this year, covering the themes of ‘Music’,
‘Letters and Learning’, and the Reformation. Our
next public Treasures of Durham Cathedral Library
event will be on Saturday 9th December, and will
cover the theme of Christmas.

Sarah-Jane Raymond, Assistant Librarian 



Gloucester Cathedral
Preservation Pilgrims: a journey into conservation
at Gloucester Cathedral
One of the key aspects of Gloucester Cathedral’s
major HLF funded initiative, Project Pilgrim, is
community engagement to keep the cathedral and
its heritage both alive and relevant. It was with this
very much in mind that two half day courses with a
collections care focus were developed during the
summer. These enabled the public not only to
appreciate the rich history and the diverse
materiality of the cathedral’s library and archive
collections at close hand but also apply some of the
methods demonstrated in caring for their own
valued possessions.

The aim of the sessions were to provide an insight
into the conservation initiatives and solutions in
place for the care of the library and archive
collections at Gloucester with a second
complementary and more practical session geared
at equipping participants with the knowledge and
tools to provide basic care for their own books,
archives, records and family heirlooms. Both
workshops were developed by CALCA member
Victoria Stevens ACR, an accredited Library and
Archive Conservator working in private practice
from her own studio in Reading, in collaboration
with the Rebecca Phillips, Librarian and Archivist at
the Cathedral, and Helen Jeffrey, Community
Engagement Manager for Project Pilgrim.

Participants enjoying Gloucester Cathedral Library

The first workshop, ‘Context and Conservation: the
historic collections at Gloucester Cathedral’, was
held on 10th June and was a great example of the
close partnership between archives and

conservation, with Rebecca and Victoria acting like
a heritage tag team. Following a brief tour of the
library, the session started with an overview of the
purpose of conservation and the role of
preservation in caring for the long-term future of
the collections. Using two case studies, Victoria
highlighted different approaches to achieve the
same end purpose, stabilising objects for future use
and storage, and showed the various decision-
making processes that conservators go through in
each example.

Detailing the Cathedral’s long history: 
1541 Grant of Arms and the Chronicles of Repair
from the 1950s
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This introduction was followed by a lively round
table discussion with Rebecca providing the context
to the very thoughtful selection of objects chosen
for the session, including their history, provenance
and significance within the library and archive
collections. Victoria followed this up with an
analysis of these same items in terms of their
conservation potential, detailing the approach that
could be taken to care for them for future

generations. This included an overview of inherent
issues such as damage and poor quality materials,
the use of previous unsuitable conservation
solutions, possible treatment approaches, their
ongoing use as working documents for legal and
research purposes and the role of good handling
and storage, often in challenging historical
environments. 
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Iron gall ink corrosion and water damage to library and archive items, including evidence of historical
repairs and an extreme, but innovative, storage solution



The group was able to view at close hand an
impressive, roughly chronological, selection of the
treasures and key items in the Cathedral’s Library
and Archive, some of which have been previously
and innovatively reformatted or conserved, and all
of which reflected the Cathedral’s long history, daily
activity and place within the community. The
‘Chronicles of Repair’, detailing a major cathedral
maintenance programme in the 1950s, was
particularly gripping and engaging for the group,
some of whom were able to identify the people in
the images and provide even more context to the
object.

Some of the participants learning about the history
of one of the Cathedral’s cartularies

The second session, ‘Preserving Your Past: Caring
for your own Library and Archive Collections’, was
held on 1st July. This workshop focused much more
on the participants’ own collections, and provided a
very practical guide to caring for a variety of
personal records, including books and
correspondence collections. Although the focus was
primarily on written records and visual items such as
photographs, prints and works of art on paper, it
also touched upon other items people may wish to
preserve in the long-term, such as textiles, ceramics
and metal objects.

The calm before the storm: the collections care
course set up

The session was based around preservation
approaches to collections care, and included
storage, housing and environmental advice
including light exposure. The group, made up of
members of the public and volunteers and staff
from local museums, was very engaged with the
session and keen to learn what they needed to do
to keep their books, personal papers and important
items of family memorabilia safe. To help
participants implement the advice given, each
member of the group was given a conservation
‘goody bag’ to take home, including a key advice
sheet, samples of some of the products mentioned
and a list of suppliers.

Parchment and leather: participants appreciating
different skin materials and how they react to
environment
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The workshops were an effective and dynamic way
for the community to engage and appreciate both
the Cathedral’s heritage and their own. Being able
to interact closely with the collections held at the
Cathedral and have both their provenance and
materiality interpreted was interesting and
enjoyable for all, with new insights being provided
by the group and the presenters. 

One of the participants from the second course
commented on their feedback form: ‘It made me
think about handling my own objects in a more
professional way, but still use them’. Whatever the
significance or date of the collection or object, this
comment captures the purpose of archives and
conservation very well: use and enjoyment. It was
great to think that everyone left the sessions with a
better understanding of the wide range of
interventions that can be undertaken to care for
material heritage, whether it is in important
collections such as at Gloucester or their own
treasured possessions.

Victoria Stevens, ACR 
(victoriastevensconservation@gmail.com)

Guildford Cathedral 
This year has been a really exciting time for the
archive collection at Guildford Cathedral. Following
support from the Heritage Lottery Fund and as part
of the ‘People’s Cathedral’ Project, funds were
assigned to catalogue the archive to professional
standards and to digitise key aspects of our
remarkable collection which dates back to the
1920’s and the beginning of the Cathedral. 

Cataloguing the collection to recognised
professional standards was an important part of the
project as it means the archive can now easily be
cross referenced by researchers and members of the
public at a regional, national and even international
level. The project has been driven by a dedicated
band of volunteers who have been trained by a
professional archivist and are actively extending our
catalogue listing on a weekly basis. They have
catalogued over 3,000 items and digitised over
1,000 images, an incredible feat and achievement
for the project. The catalogue is accessible online at
http://archive.guildford-cathedral.org/ and
features an exhibitions section where we highlight
key aspects of our collection. This has proved

incredibly important as with limited space within
the Cathedral to display archival items: this feature
enables us to showcase exciting elements of our
collection. It also means that people living all
around the globe can enjoy and explore our
collection.

Louise Kenyon, The People’s Cathedral Outreach
and Engagement Officer

Lambeth Palace Library 
With planning permission granted, the enabling
works are underway to prepare the site for
construction which will be starting in March 2018.
Enabling works include moving the pond at
Lambeth with 30th October scheduled as the
moving pond life day. Final archaeological
investigations in August found nothing of
significance, clearing the way for construction to
start as planned in 2018 with Archbishop Justin
scheduled to preside over the ground breaking
ceremony. Meanwhile in the Library and Record
Centre the boxing of vulnerable items continues at
a rapid pace with c7,000 items individually boxed
already out of an estimated total of over 36,000.

Material relating to the history of ecumenical
relations has been made available in a project to
catalogue the archive of the Council on Foreign
Relations (CFR), due for completion in 2017. The
CFR is often described as the ‘foreign office’ of the
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Archbishop of Canterbury. Its terms of reference
were the ‘survey and promotion of the Relations of
the Church of England with Foreign Churches’, that
is Churches outside the Anglican Communion, and
its inaugural meeting was held on 2nd February
1933. It formalised the work already being carried
out by Canon John Douglas, its first Honorary
General Secretary. Its records form a rich source for
inter-church relations during the middle decades of
the 20th century, shedding light not only on religious
matters but on international political developments
as well. In 1981 Archbishop Runcie brought
ecumenical relations within the administrative
structures and staffing of Lambeth Palace, which
continued the work of CFR. The work of CFR, and
consequently its records, were organised in sections
relating to the Ancient Oriental, Orthodox, Roman
Catholic, Lutheran and Reformed, and Old Catholic
Churches. The records are complemented by other
extensive sources within the Library’s collections
which document both the earlier and contemporary
history of ecumenical relations.

Sixteenth centenary of Council of Nicaea
celebrations, 1925: group photograph at Lambeth
Palace (Douglas 77/266)

Other newly-catalogued collections include
additional papers relating to the 1968 Lambeth
Conference under Archbishop Ramsey, the last
Lambeth Conference organised from Lambeth
Palace before administration passed to the Anglican
Consultative Council. The Friends of the Library
purchased a set of early 18th-century catalogues of
parochial libraries in Middlesex. Other new
accessions included further records of  Lord
Wharton’s Charity, which funded the purchase of
Bibles and other books. New additions to the image
database include a  14th-century breviary  and
another  breviary of Abbotsbury Abbey, plus

an  annotated copy of Cicero published in 1466.
Further blog posts included a  glimpse of life at
Lambeth Palace. New publications appeared which
relate to the Library’s holdings, including an article
on the  fate of Archbishop Sheldon’s books
following his death in 1677.

Declan Kelly

Lichfield Cathedral
Work commenced in June 2017 to reverse serious
water penetration and weathering to the Chapter
House roof. The cathedral library which is located
on the upper floor of the Chapter House was closed
in March this year and we began the enormous task
of moving the entire library collection into secure
storage in a former salt mine in Cheshire. The
naturally dry and stable environment in the mine is
perfect for long term storage. With a team of 18
volunteers putting in over 400 hours, we wrapped
and packed the whole collection in three months.
We expect the library to return following the
successful conclusion of the roof restoration in mid-
2018.

Clare Townsend, Library Manager
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Lincoln Cathedral
In 2016 Lincoln Cathedral’s Artist-in-Residence was
the very talented Toni Watts, one of a very small
number of artists working in and teaching the art of
Illumination.  Throughout her year in residence Toni
worked closely with the Library using the
manuscript collection as inspiration for many of her
works.  Such was the success of Toni’s year with the
Cathedral that she has continued in the official
voluntary role of ‘Cathedral Illuminator’.

Toni now works in the Wren library most weeks
during normal opening hours giving visitors the
opportunity to see how she creates her beautiful,
intricate paintings using the same techniques as
those employed by medieval artists and
illuminators.  She has given demonstrations for
library volunteers showing how she makes her
paints from natural resources such as plants and
minerals and this summer she has run two very
successful Illumination Workshops in the Library.

Each workshop started with an introduction to
some of the Cathedral's own illuminated
manuscripts by Cathedral Librarian Julie Taylor.
Everyone enjoyed the opportunity to be able to
touch and turn the pages of these wonderful items,
normally only viewed behind glass. How often do
you get the chance to touch a book that is older
than the Cathedral or turn the pages of a beautiful
illuminated 15th-century psalter?

Inspired by the manuscripts they had seen, the
group then began the practical part of the
workshop, starting with the application of gold leaf.
Toni demonstrated four different techniques using
Acrylic Gold Size, Garlic (a smell not normally
present in the Wren Library!), Improved Gold Body
and finally Manuscript Gesso, the method used by
medieval illuminators.  Everyone produced a test
piece using all four techniques. The general
consensus was that using manuscript gesso was by
far the most difficult technique.

Having learnt the rudiments of gilding, everybody
chose a larger image to work on during the
afternoon. Some chose to use copies of illuminated
letters from the Cathedral’s own manuscripts, some
invented their own designs. The images were either
traced and transferred on to watercolour paper
using dry pigment or drawn freehand. They were
then gilded, many people choosing to use transfer

gold (gold leaf backed on to tissue paper for ease of
handling) rather than battling with the very flighty
loose leaves of gold. Painting was the final step in
completing the designs. Toni brought some modern
paints with her—watercolour and gouache —but
the group was also able to try making their own
paint from dry pigment and glair (egg white) as the
medieval illuminators would have done. The day
was enjoyed by all. It was a great insight into the
world of medieval manuscript illumination and
everybody left with a greater appreciation of the
patience and skill of those who originally created
those beautiful books.

Due to of the success of the workshop further
similar sessions may be run in the library next year.
These will be advertised on the Cathedral website
www.lincolncathedral.com  but can be booked and
paid for via Toni's website www.toniwattsartstudio.com
The money raised goes towards the preservation of
the library and its collections.

Julie Taylor, Librarian
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St Davids Cathedral 
The last six months have been busy ones for the
only cathedral library in situ in Wales. We have
embarked on a three-year development
programme to help us catch up on several years of
under-activity. The eclectic collection comprises
over 7,000 books from the 16th century onwards
plus an extensive local photographic collection.
Everything older disappeared at the Reformation
and during the Commonwealth.

The Friends of St Davids Cathedral have generously
agreed to a helpful grant for three years which will
pump-prime several lines of work. The regular book
conservation and rebinding work has been revived.
The Library is now open to the public regularly
again. Researchers on a range of subjects are
assisted by the Library team. The books in the
Library display cases in the Cathedral Treasury are
now changed at intervals to increase public access
to the collection. Dr Johnson’s Dictionary was on
display prior to going off for restoration. Currently
on display is the Bible and Prayer Book which
belonged to Admiral Lord Nelson and, after his
death at Trafalgar, was given by his elder brother,
the Duke of Bronte, to St Katharine’s Church in
Milford Haven. The Cathedral Library has helped St
Katharine’s with the restoration of the Bible and
Prayer Book and they will return to St Katharine’s
after the display period in St Davids. Over the
November half-term week the pages on display will
be the Gunpowder Plot service used from 1674 to
1859. Over Christmas the intention is to display the
Christmas story in a range of Bibles in the Cathedral
Library collection including a 1620 Bible in Welsh, a
‘Breeches’ Bible in English and Martin Luther’s
translation of the Bible into German.

The other major proposed development now being
addressed is the lack of sufficient space for the
collection. The Cathedral Architect has identified
space for additional shelving on the main floor of
the Library and in the Gallery, to be designed in
keeping with the style of the original limed oak
shelving, as well as Library working space elsewhere
in the Cathedral. It is intended to seek additional
trust funding to complete this extensive work.

There have been record numbers of visitors to the
Cathedral over the summer of 2017 with many
climbing the medieval spiral stone stairs to the
Library. As well as Wales and England this has
included visitors from Ireland, Belgium, Canada,

France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands,
Switzerland, Sweden, Lebanon and many from the
USA. This all helps with the income into the Library
for the Development Programme.

Mari James, Development Officer

St Davids Cathedral Library banner displayed in
north aisle at foot of Library stairs when the Library
is open to the public.

Some of the Reformation theology books in the
Library South Bay.
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St Edmundsbury Cathedral 
At last we have a precise date for the founding of
the Library of St James’ Church, now
St Edmundsbury Cathedral. The date, 20th July
1595, is given in a 1716 catalogue which is in the
Norfolk Record Office. That day was a Sunday and
the catalogue states that the Library was ‘granted
by the publick consent of the inhabitants of the
Parish’. So it is likely that the launch of this major
undertaking took place at the vestry meeting after
a service. 

The catalogue also states that books were
subscribed by ‘neighbouring Gentlemen,
Inhabitants and Clergy’. Donors’ plates in the books
give us their names and include Miles Mosse, the
preacher, who we think promoted the library as a
resource for the combination lectures held each
Monday. Even more significantly, this catalogue
identifies Thomas Bright as one of the
churchwardens in July 1595. He was a leading
townsman of Bury, who was described as alderman
in 1599 and was instrumental in obtaining the
borough’s charter in 1606. We knew that he had
employed Miles Mosse as a tutor for his son,
Walter, but this is the first evidence that such an
influential man as Bright was involved in
establishing the library.

An earlier inventory from 13th October 1599, now
in the Bury Record Office, lists the books as they
were stored in a room to the north of the chancel.
Ten classes of books of the ‘Church Fathers’ were

on the ‘right’ and ten classes of ‘Continental
Reformers’ were ‘as you come in on the left hand’.
There were a further three classes unspecified.

Just under a half of the 162 books that remain from
the 200 or so mentioned in this inventory have
chain marks. Recent analysis shows that 78% of
those on the right were chained, 49% of those on
the left and 15% of the other three classes. In nine
of the 23 classes all the books have chain marks.
The chain marks are at the foot of the front board
near the spine. The volume of Beza, illustrated, is a
clear example. David Pearson has identified the
white vellum binding as late 16th-century and from
Cambridge. The earliest book with a chain mark is a
John of Damascus printed in Cologne in 1546. Only
two of the 300 books given after 1597 have chain
marks and these are in the normal position on the
fore-edge of the board. Most of the chained books
also have fore-edge lettering. The earliest is the
John of Damascus (1546) and the latest is a volume
of Calvin given by Sir Robert Jermyn in 1595, the
same year that it was printed.

It is good to have a foundation date for this early
parish library and to know how the books were
ordered in the classes in 1599 but, as always, there
are more questions to be answered. Is this type
chain mark unique to Bury and, given their position
and the fore-edge lettering, how were the books
stored on the shelves?

Stephen Dart, Librarian 
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Wells Cathedral 
The Wells Cathedral Librarian, Kevin Spears,
recently published a book for the library's
volunteers and visitors: An Illustrated History of the
Books in the Chained Library of Wells Cathedral,
Somerset (Cechel Books, Glastonbury, 2016. 157p.,
illus., ISBN 9781526206572 £19-99 pbk).

The book is intended not so much as a history of
the Cathedral's Library, but as a brief history of the
book. It has 19 chapters covering the development
of library furniture, manuscripts, paper production,
introduction of print, printers' marks, the book
trade, literacy, illustrations, book reviews,
bookbinding, copyright and censorship. For
cathedral libraries there are chapters on ‘Why does
the cathedral have a library?’, ‘The contents of
other cathedral libraries’ (based on the research by
Professor  Paul Kaufman in the 1960s), and
chapters on ‘A sequence of Bibles’ and one on the
Book of Common Prayer.

To make it more readable, the chapters are all in
question and answer format giving manageable
chunks to absorb and to make it easier to find topics
of interest. It has over 120 illustrations, mostly in
colour. Each chapter has a list of references for
further reading and the book is indexed. 

Reviewing the book for the CILIP Rare Books and
Special Collections Newsletter earlier in the year,
Karen Brayshaw of Canterbury Cathedral library
said: ‘This little book is beautifully designed and
easy to read. It will be enjoyed by anyone interested
in the history and development of the printed book
as well as those connected with Wells Cathedral or
any other cathedral library. It is full of background
information offering the reader encouragement to
further investigate our shared heritage through the
printed word and I recommend you secure your
copy of this limited edition before stocks run out.’

The initial print run of 200 has already sold out, the
book proving popular with visitors as well as
volunteers. However, a further 200 have now been
printed and can be purchased from the Shop at
Wells Cathedral or via Amazon.co.uk (thanks to a
friendly second-hand bookseller in Glastonbury).

Kevin Spears, Librarian

Worcester Cathedral
Maps and plans are items that always attract
interest from both researchers and visitors. When
the conservators recommended the Cathedral begin
a project to improve the condition of this part of the
archive, approval was given. Since the summer the
conservators have started to flatten out a first batch
of these maps and plans.

The maps are from the 18th and 19th centuries,
whilst the majority of the plans date to the 20th

century. Previous to this project the Cathedral’s
maps were rolled up. Prior to them being flattened
the maps are being cleaned. This involves gently
brushing the map’s surface with a latex sponge
while avoiding all pencil media. After cleaning they
are lightly humidified prior to being flattened. The
maps are placed between blotters. Once pressed
they will be stored flat, in special archival folders,
and then stored in the existing map chests.  
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The conservators have also continued to repair
manuscripts and archive registers as part of a grant
and a bequest. Alongside their work, some of the
volunteers have also been making good progress is
cleaning and wrapping hundreds of leases that are
stored in the cathedral archives. The leases mostly
date back to the 17th and 18th centuries.

The library had a very busy Heritage Open Day in
early September this year with 183 visitors. They
were from all over the world including China,
Russia, Canada, America, Portugal, Brazil, the
Netherlands, Poland and Germany. The support of
the many volunteers who came in to help all day
was invaluable. The Cathedral also staged its
‘Discover Something Different’ tours during two
weeks of August. For these two weeks visitors can
come on daily tours. This is run in conjunction with
the Worcester Festival. It is always fun to design
new tours, and there was the opportunity for this
during the Three Choirs Festival with Library tours
based on the music collection. Earlier in the year it
was possible to design a tour of the medical books
for a group of visiting surgeons. 

Over the last year and a half, the Library’s staff and
volunteers have been putting together a free
exhibition about constructing the Cathedral. This
was shown in August for nearly three weeks in the
Cathedral’s nave. It was a very popular subject, and
enabled us to work with the operational,
archaeology, stone masons and education
departments. This was the second library exhibition
we have undertaken, and learning from our
previous effort, the amount of text per board was
limited and greater effort was made to match
specific text and pictures in each section. There
were also many more library volunteers who
wanted to get involved, sometimes using their own
experience as archaeologists, engineers, or teachers
to bring additional knowledge to the process.
Subsequently, we have found that cathedral guides
and others have requested the text of the exhibition
for their guided tours. The Librarian was also very
grateful to those volunteers who made models or
loaned items for the display cases, and to the local
Geopark who also brought in a complementary
geological exhibition in the nearby Dean’s Chapel. 

David Morrison, Cathedral Librarian

York Minster
Over the summer we have joined the Collections
team (artefacts, library and archives) with the
Learning team to create a behemoth of knowledge
sharing which shall be known as the Collections and
Learning team! Vicky Harrison is now leading us in
her new role as Assistant Director of Collections and
Learning. This move acknowledges our belief that
there is much overlap between our roles, and
enables us to work together more closely.

We have also welcomed James Stevenson to our
team as Interim Archivist, whilst Peter Young is on
secondment. James shall particularly be focusing on
gaining archives accreditation for York Minster.
Previously he has worked at Lincolnshire Archives.

Collections Development
On 12th September, York Minster held its first
Collections Study Day, attended by 45 academics,
volunteers and staff members. During four sessions
themed around ‘The Built Minster’, ‘The Written
Minster’, ‘The Tangible Minster’ and ‘The Living
Minster’, participants gained a flavour of the
objects and stories locked up within our historic
collections, library and archives. Ten speakers,
including our own Research Associates, shared
recent research with the audience and posed
questions to inspire greater collaboration between
York Minster and universities.

Collections Information
The Librarians have continued to work on profiling
parts of the library loan collection, with particular
focus on identifying early 20th-century bequests,
and also in creating suitable methodologies for
analysing data from catalogue description and
usage statistics. This work will help establish criteria
for significance assessments that will be expanded
to cover wider areas of the library collection.

Working with heritage consultant Ben Stoker we
have conducted significance assessments of our
furnishings collection. Each object was scored on it
local, national, aesthetic and rarity values giving it a
total score out of 16. This has helped us to identify
‘outstanding’ objects in our collection.

Collections Access
Collections access has received a huge boost with
the launch of our online collections catalogue
(www.calmview.eu/yorkminster). You can now
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browse our plate and monuments collections
online, where you will find photos and information
about each object. We are uploading the
information in phases, and shall soon be adding our
furnishings. A lot of this work has been completed
by collections volunteers, who have photographed
objects and typed up paper records. Collections
Assistant Becca McGrath has diligently uploaded
hundreds of photographs into our database, also
ensuring that records are properly formatted. This
has resulted in a really rich resource for anyone who
is interested in seeing the fascinating and beautiful
objects within York Minster’s collection.

Over the summer we hosted two Museum Studies
placement students, Mollie and Sarah, from the
University of Leicester. During the eight weeks they
spent with us Mollie and Sarah photographed
objects for our collections database and performed
some really valuable and in-depth work analysing
the visitor journey. They looked at how successful
our Pilgrimage exhibition is, and suggested
improvements to make it more engaging. Several
universities offer similar placement schemes, and
they are keen to work with cathedrals who offer
such diverse experiences and collections. We have
begun arranging next year’s placements with Leeds
already, and are hopeful that we can host students
from Leicester again also.

Collections, library and archive objects from York
Minster can now be viewed as part of Cambridge
University Library’s online exhibition,
‘Remembering the Reformation’. Themes including
‘Memory’, ‘Collected Lives’ and ‘Events’ are
explored using objects. Adapted and contested
objects such as our slashed missal are discussed, as

well as survivals such as the St William window,
which depicts his shrine as a place of healing.
(https://exhibitions.lib.cam.ac.uk/reformation/case
/introduction/ )

In late September York Minster hosted the
Cathedrals Plus conference for learning and visitor
focused staff. During the three days, delegates
heard different perspectives on volunteer
management, religious education and pilgrimage in
cathedrals and also made learning visits to the Bar
Convent and other attractions in York. Our
Collections Engagement and Collections
Development Officers Kirsty Mitchell and Rachael
Bowers spoke on ‘Building Resilience through
Collections Access’, sharing the work of the Arts
Council England funded project and the things they
have learnt. 

Collections Care and Conservation
Twice a year we have ‘Collections Development
Week’, when we close the Library and tackle the
big jobs we have been putting off! In August it was
the turn of our Church House attic store, where
paintings, furniture, models and photographs had
been languishing in a rather unloved state. With the
assistance of two placement students, we re-
ordered the storeroom, identifying unknown
objects and adding a shelf numbering system so we
could record object locations more accurately. We
also re-packed some boxes, and added better
support to objects. This has resulted in a better level
of collections care for our objects, and they are also
more accessible.

Rachael Bowers, Collections Development Officer
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OTHER NEWS

General Data Protection Regulations

With the new Data Protection Law (GDPR) coming
into effect in May 2018, the Church of England has
produced a range of guidance and information for
parishes to use. This material may be of interest to
cathedrals: it is available at
http://www.parishresources.org.uk/gdpr/ 

The guidelines should be of help as a clear and
targeted source of information. 

Editor
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COMMITTEE CONTACTS

Chairman: 
The Very Rev Peter Atkinson, Dean of Worcester

Vice-Chairman
Canon Ann Barwood, Lay Canon and 
Canon Librarian of Exeter Cathedral

Treasurer: 
Dr Michael Stansfield, Durham University Library.
Email m.m.n.stansfield@durham.ac.uk

Honorary Secretary
Ms Judith Curthoys, The Archives, 
Christ Church Oxford. 
Email judith.curthoys@chch.ox.ac.uk

Assistant Secretary
Mrs Katie Flanagan, Brunel University.
Email katie.flanagan@brunel.ac.uk

Committee Members:
Dr Claire Breay, British Library. 
Email claire.breay@bl.uk

Ms Vicky Harrison, York Minster. 
Email vickyh@yorkminster.org

Dr Norman James, formerly The National Archives. 
Email stalbans2015@gmail.com

Ms Kate McQuillian, St George’s Chapel, 
Windsor Castle. 
Email kate.mcquillian@stgeorges-windsor.org

Mrs Cressida Williams, Canterbury Cathedral 
Archives and Library.
Email cressida.williams@canterbury-cathedral.org

We aim to produce two issues of this letter each year, in summer and winter. Any contributions should
be sent to the Editor, Mrs Cressida Williams, either by email to cressida.williams@canterbury-
cathedral.org or by post to her at Canterbury Cathedral Archives and Library, The Precincts, Canterbury
CT1 2EH, to reach her by 31st October for the winter issue, or 30th April for the summer issue. She would
also welcome comments or suggestions for content.

THE CATHEDRAL LIBRARIES 
AND ARCHIVES ASSOCIATION

The Cathedral Archives, Libraries and Collections
Association is for anyone responsible for and
working with historic collections—books, archives
and objects—in the cathedrals and related
organisations of Great Britain and Ireland to provide
for the development of best practice in and the
exchange of information about all aspects of the
care, development and promotion of those 
collections, to secure their continuing educational 

role within the wider mission of their governing
bodies.

For our webpages, see http://cathedrallibrariesan-
darchives.wordpress.com/

Enquiries about membership should be directed to
the Honorary Secretary or Treasurer.


